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Introduction

• Format of the program and your 
part

• How to use this slide deck…in the 
future

• Our speakers:
• Allen Moye
• D.R. Jones
• Carissa Vogel
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time for slide: 7-10 minutesCarissa – Lead on introduction of session and formatSpeakers introduce themselves in order. Please provide the following information:Provide your name and institution, briefly describe your library (public/private, size of collection, when library was founded, size of law school and university), patron groups (especially if there are specific, unique groups you are serving), and overall library mission. 



Question set 1

• How do we balance mission and 
budget constraints? 

• How do we assess impact for an 
unknown future? 

• What do we consider as basic 
infrastructure for a library 
collection? 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time for slide: 12 minutesOrder of speakers: Allen, DR, CarissaAdditional questions from DR to consider:What is “basic infrastructure?”  What it brings to mind is the “core collection” that the ABA once required – a set list of sources a library needed to have in print.   The core collection is gone, so what do we do now?Thoughts from Allen:If our mission is to provide students and faculty with the basic resources they need for a positive academic experience, we must have a budget that supports that. As far as a “core collection” I don’t think that recommendation has changed. We still need access to primary federal and state material, as well basic government documents, and some secondary sources. What has changed is the format. Print is no longer the default. In some libraries it is rarely, if ever, used. That raises the question is it fiscally responsible to continue to invest in a format that is not used?



Question set 2
• What should your policy look like 

as a guide to the future?
 
• What role should books play?  

• What impacts will the policy have 
on space allocation?

• What guidance should be provided 
for collection withdrawals, 
especially large sets such as 
reporters or periodical runs?  

• What is the role of Government 
Documents?  
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time for slide: 12 minutesOrder of speakers: DR, Allen, CarissaAdditional questions from DR to consider:What drives collection policies?   Is it possible to have a “development” plan?  Are we just in time or just in case?  In considering print materials, space, and withdrawals, what role does US News play now?  For government documents, what about changes in the depository program?Thoughts from Allen:A collection development policy to guide the future should be based on broad principles and guidelines that can be adjusted as times and formats change. Alternative use of space should be considered, as the use of print is likely to shrink. Not that books will not be part of the collection, just not as large a part as in years past. Large sets and periodical runs have been kept on the shelf after being cancelled, for those libraries with ample facilities, but this may not be an option for libraries struggling to find study space for students. As for government documents, they have a notoriously bad reputation when it comes to getting print material out in a timely manner.   With 97% of government documents born digital GPO recently convened a task force to study the feasibility of an all-digital Federal Depository Library Program and appears to be taking steps in that direction.



Question set 3

• What do we owe patrons of 
the present and the future?

• How do differently situated 
libraries consider these 
issues?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time for slide: 12 minutesOrder of speakers: Carissa, Allen, DRAdditional questions from DR to consider:What about libraries who have a strong public patron base?Do we have just in time or just in case collections? How do we think about archives and preservation? Thoughts from Allen:I think we owe our patrons ( present and future) timely access to accurate and reliable legal information. Libraries affiliated with large research-oriented institutions may have access to resources that a small county or public law library may not  have. Their  collections will look different because they are serving different users with different needs. The overall driving factor will be in the library’s mission statement defining whose needs the collection and services are designed to meet.



Questions first!

Limiting factors/

constraints
Impact Planning for 

unknowns
Assessment
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Time for slide: 5 minutesCarissa take lead – This provides a way of organizing the questions we addressed. Will provide 2-3 sentences to describe the 4 buckets.Then Carissa will quickly open the next 4 slides to show what is on them and how others might use them when developing their own policies. The goal is to leave time for the last slide and questions!



Limiting factors

• How do we balance mission and 
budget constraints? 

• Do we have consortium 
agreements we must consider?

• What is our space allocation?
• What staffing levels do we have to 

manage the collection and its 
various forms?

• How are we addressing our 
accreditation bodies (i.e. ABA, 
LSAC, etc.)? 
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Impacts

• What drives collection policies? 
• What impacts will the policy have on 

space allocation?
• What is “basic infrastructure?”  
• What role should books play? Does the 

answer change if it’s a book to own vs 
license? 

• Do we have just in time or just in case 
collections? 

• What do we owe patrons of the 
present and the future? 

• How do differently situated libraries 
consider these issues? Should we 
each think of ourselves as separate 
or part of a collective? 

• How do we think about archives 
and preservation? 
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Planning for unknowns
• What should your policy look like as a 

guide to the future?
• Is it possible to have a “development” 

plan? 
• In considering print materials, space, and 

withdrawals, what role does US News 
play now? 

• If the “core collection” (a set list of 
sources) is gone, what do we do now to 
define a core collection?

• What do we owe patrons of the future? 

• What guidance should be provided 
for collection withdrawals, 
especially large sets such as 
reporters or periodical runs?  

• What is the role of Government 
Documents?  What about changes 
in the depository program? 

• What about archives and 
preservation? 
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Assessment
• How do we assess impact for an 

unknown future? 
• What plans do you have for making sure 

the collection development policy is a 
living document? 

• In considering print materials, space, and 
withdrawals, what role does US News 
play now? 

• How can we determine if we are serving 
a strong public patron base? 

• What assessment methods can we use 
to help consider the needs of present 
patrons?

• With what frequency do we need to 
collection information? Does the 
frequency change if we are using 
qualitative vs. quantitative methods? 

• How should librarians experience factor 
into collection development?

• How should we use analytics in decision-
making?
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Now your 
questions & 

ideas!
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